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ETERE RADIO NEWS

Revolutionise your radio newsroom with the state-of-the-art Etere 
Radio News. Equipped with an automatic news wire to keep you up to 
date, and full management, recording, and editing suites for you to 
make quick edits, reach a wide audience and deliver quality, timely 
news.

Radio is one of the classic and essential ways consumers get their news. The 
preparation of quick, seamless, and professional news broadcasts is something 
every radio broadcaster needs to master to tap into the never ending news 
audience. With the powerful and user friendly Etere Radio News, broadcasters 
can enjoy a fuss free news reporting process. 

The Etere Radio News manages the full radio news broadcasting process, from 
newscast gathering, writing, recording and editing to actual on-air broadcast and 
story archiving. Simplify the news broadcasting process from conception to 
broadcast. The Etere Radio News includes accessible rundown management, 
collaborative story production, planning, scheduling content, editorial approvals, 
and managing commercial breaks. Enjoy a streamlined work experience when 
your radio newscasters and reporters can access all the scripts from the Etere 
Radio News interface.

News Sources
Pick up your news from multiple reputable sources such as Bloomberg or Reuters 
with the supplier compliant protocol the Etere Radio News software integrates. The 
software is compatible with the standard market protocols such as those of AFP 
(Agence France Presse), Reuters, AP, Bloomberg, IRN, etc. The newswire can 
also be received in multiple languages as needed.

Editing Suite
Etere Radio News provides a full editing suite for you to make quick edits to news 
broadcasts before they air. Record and edit your work, as well as create 
comprehensive news packages by directly linking audio elements from the media 
database into the news story. The editing suite allows you to play back your audio 
as many times as needed during the editing and recording process, simplifying the 
news process.

Story management
Quick edit scripts or change the story sequence in the playlist during live 
broadcasts.
View live playback or preview directly from story screen. A customisable interface 
allows users to change the layout of the software as required.

Fully Accessible
Keep track of your news and edit bytes even on the go with the fully accessible 
Etere Radio News. The software is available for use on PC, tablet and mobile 
through the handy mobile app. Record sound bites on the move with the 
compatible Radio News mobile app, and let your colleagues handle the editing with 
the integrated archive system, that allows users to access each other's files from 
anywhere at any time, greatly speeding up the news process.
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Key Features

■ Journalists retain their usual work environment
■ Search and playback of audio items needed for news from the 
Radio media database
■ Editing audio items using a plugin
■ Texts and sounds may be added to stories or title blocks
■ Management of database change
■ Supports E-paper and website upload 
■ Add/update playlists from social media including Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Twitter and Youtube directly from News interface
■ Real-time updates
■ Instant message feature
■ Flexible and scalable production workflow
■ Fully configurable data model
■ Sophisticated rights, search and communication tools
■ News tickers to create custom carousels
■ Manage complex stories with multiple video elements including 
video files, live streams, graphics and secondary media files 
simultaneously
■ Supports E-paper and website upload 
■ Add/update playlists from social media including Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Twitter and Youtube directly from Nunzio interface
■ Real-time updates
■ Instant message feature
■ Supports MOS-compliant Samvad Teleprompters
■ Flexible and scalable production workflow
■ Fully configurable data model
■ Sophisticated rights, search and communication tools
■ News tickers to create custom carousels

News Wires

The Etere Radio News functions as the central collection point for 
incoming agency wires, which are immediately available for users. 
The system recognizes all standard agency formats (IPTC or 
NewsML) and it is capable of storing an infinite quantity of wires over 
a long period in the Etere database. Wires in multiple languages can 
be handled simultaneously 
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